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There is not a truth existing which I fear or would wish unknown to the whole world.
                                    — Thomas Jefferson
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My Racial Education (Part I)
Personal accounts of what led AR readers to racial consciousness.

American Renaissance

The White Children
Were Totally Unprepared

Igrew up in a white neighborhood in
Akron, Ohio. I watched “The Little
Rascals” on TV, and the black child

on this program was my only exposure
to blacks. In 1961, I graduated
from grade school and was happy
to be going to Jennings Junior High
School, which also served a small
section of a black neighborhood.
Finally, I was going to have black
friends.

I don’t remember my parents
having any opinion about the
school, or about blacks. They told
me that when I was a baby, Mom
had a black lady who helped with
chores. They also told me the lady
got into a fight with her husband
and bit off one of his fingers, but
they told this story in a way that
did not degrade blacks.

So here I am, walking to school, ex-
cited at the thought of new adventure. I
was also a little shy and nervous. As I
got near the school, which was located
just inside the black neighborhood, I
started seeing blacks. Then I heard
screams and yelling like I had never
heard before. I could see a group of agi-
tated blacks swarming like bees. I was
uneasy and moved to the opposite side
of the street.

There were white children watching
at a distance, and I asked what the blacks
were doing. Someone said this group of
15 to 20 blacks was attacking a white
child. There were so many blacks I could
not see the person they were attacking. I
had never seen such a frenzy, and was
quick to get into the safety of the school.
I never heard what happened to that
white child; maybe he is an AR sub-
scriber now.

The school turned out to be anything
but safe. Although only 20 percent of

the students were black, they all stuck
together as a race, and they had control.
All of them had flunked at least once,
some twice, and one was reported to be
19 years old. Lunch time was pure hell.
Blacks would get in the lunch line and
intimidate the whites into buying them

lunch. Some blacks would simply wait
until a white child sat down to eat, and
then take his lunch from him. When you
left the lunch room you had to walk down
a hall that was flanked by blacks on both
sides. The intimidation was so great that

many whites gave up money and other
valuables without objection. The white
children had come from completely dif-
ferent backgrounds, and were totally un-
prepared for this kind of treatment.

Several times a year all the students
were sent to stand by their lockers while
teachers patted you down and searched
your locker. My teacher told me they
couldn’t search and take weapons from
blacks without searching us, too.

One day, a black kid named Roger
was tormenting a white kid. I was hear-
ing it all and was so fed up with it! With-
out thinking, I got up and attacked Roger,
beating him only as well as a 7th grader
could. I survived the rest of the day with-
out being mobbed, but I went home and

made some crude weapons. I found
a steel bar in my dad’s shop to use
as a club, and shaped one end of it
into a handle. I also cut a piece of
chain in case I needed to extend my
reach. I went to school the next day
and waited for the attack, since
blacks had a history of ganging up
on whites. The weapons would not
save me, but I wasn’t going to go
down without doing as much dam-
age as possible.

To my surprise, the blacks
slapped me on the back, and called
me “Roger’s Man.” All the blacks
knew me, and I got their protection.

This came as quite a surprise, and
saved a lot of money. The other white
kids had to pay for protection. Appar-
ently, the blacks were so stunned that a
white would fight, that they gave me free
protection.

I was the oldest of five children, and
my parents were not going to let us all
go through three years of this school, so
we moved to the country. What amazes
me to this day is that in 1960 a 20-per-
cent black population could terrorize the
whole school. All the school officials
were white. They must have been in as
much fear as we were. It was my experi-
ence with blacks at Jennings Junior High
that formed my racial views.

Jack Minick, Mt.Vernon, Ind.

A Genuine Lefty

Ibegan as a genuine lefty: member
of the ACLU and People for the
American Way, contributor to the

A great deal of learning takes place right here.

The blacks were so
stunned a white would
fight they gave me free

protection.
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Letters from Readers
Sir — Stephen Webster’s April article

on the history of immigration legislation
is basically accurate but over-empha-
sizes the contribution of the Kennedy
brothers, and especially President John
F. Kennedy. Mr. Webster does note the
central role of Jewish organizations in
organizing and funding the anti-restric-
tionist movement. JFK was indeed a
strong anti-restrictionist, but his efforts
would have had no effect without the
prolonged, intensive, and consistent
drumbeat of all the major Jewish activ-
ist organizations. Indeed, the fact that
JFK’s book, A Nation of Immigrants,
was originally published by the Anti-
Defamation League in cooperation with
the Joseph Kaplan Project in Intergroup
Education is itself evidence of how Jew-
ish activist organizations orchestrated
the campaign for immigration reform.

There were no other organized forces
in favor of multi-ethnic immigration or
opposed to the national origins provi-
sions of the 1924 law during the pre-
1965 period apart from those emanat-
ing from Jewish organizations (K.
MacDonald, The Culture of Critique: An
Evolutionary Analysis of Twentieth-
Century Intellectual and Political Move-
ments; Bloomington, IN: 1stbooks Li-
brary, 1998/2002). Indeed, many Jew-
ish organizations and individuals proud-
ly describe their role. As Hugh Davis
Graham recently noted:

“Most important for the content of
immigration reform, the driving force at
the core of the movement, reaching back
to the 1920s, were Jewish organizations
long active in opposing racial and eth-
nic quotas. These included the Ameri-
can Jewish Congress, the American Jew-
ish Committee, the Anti-Defamation

League of B’nai B’rith, and the Ameri-
can Federation of Jews from Eastern
Europe. Jewish members of the Con-
gress, particularly representatives from
New York and Chicago, had maintained
steady but largely ineffective pressure
against the national origins quotas since
the 1920s. . . . Following the shock of
the Holocaust, Jewish leaders had been
especially active in Washington in fur-
thering immigration reform. To the pub-
lic, the most visible evidence of the im-
migration reform drive was played by
Jewish legislative leaders, such as Rep-
resentative Celler and Senator Jacob
Javits of New York. Less visible, but
equally important, were the efforts of key
advisers on presidential and agency
staffs. These included senior policy ad-
visers such as Julius Edelson and Harry
Rosenfield in the Truman administra-
tion, Maxwell Rabb in the Eisenhower
White House, and presidential aide Myer
Feldman, assistant secretary of state
Abba Schwartz, and deputy attorney
general Norbert Schlei in the Kennedy-
Johnson administration.” (Collision
Course: The Strange Convergence of
Affirmative Action and Immigration
Policy in America; New York, Oxford
University Press, 2002, pp. 56–57)

Rather than a cover-photo of the
Kennedy brothers as “architects of im-
migration,” it would have been far more
accurate to have a pantheon of Congress-
man Celler, Senator Javits, and a legion
of other Jewish activists going back to
the early years of the 20th century and
posing in front of the offices of the Anti-
Defamation League or the American
Jewish Committee. Despite the fact that
liberal immigration reform was part of
the Democratic Party platform in 1960
and Kennedy had voiced public support
for it during the 1960 campaign, immi-

gration reform was not a priority of the
Kennedy administration (Graham, ibid,
p. 55). Kennedy made no specific pro-
posals about immigration reform until
the summer of 1963, despite consider-
able anticipation among both restriction-
ists and anti-restrictionists that his ad-
ministration would make an initiative in
that area. When immigration reform fi-
nally came, after JFK’s death, it was due
far more to the death of Congressman
Francis Walter, the wily foe of immigra-
tion reform in the House, and to LBJ’s
landslide Democratic victory in the elec-
tion of 1964 that produced a liberal Con-
gress on his coattails. It was in the
broader context of the Great Society and
the Civil Rights Movement—the latter
also a major interest of Jewish activist
organizations—that the intensive effort
of over 40 years by major Jewish orga-
nizations to remove the national origins
provisions of the U.S. immigration law
and to initiate high levels of multi-racial
immigration finally came to fruition,
thereby inaugurating the incredible
transformations of the past 35 years.

Kevin MacDonald, Laguna Hills, Cal.

Sir — Your “O Tempora, O Mores!”
section of the April issue reported our
foreign secretary Jack Straw as saying
that “many of today’s worst international
problems are Britain’s fault,” and that
“in India and Pakistan we made some
quite serious mistakes . . . . The conse-
quences [disputes between the two coun-
tries] are still there.”

This statement reveals an almost un-
believable ignorance of British history.
The first and only historical period dur-
ing which the entire Indian sub-continent
was ever under unified rule was that of
the British Empire. When in 1946 the
then-Labour government sent a plenipo-
tentiary to Delhi to try to negotiate a tran-
sition to all-Indian independence, he was
confronted by an intractable conflict be-
tween the Indian National Congress
(which was predominantly Hindu but
also included many Muslims) and the
Muslim League (which was exclusively
Muslim). Pakistan was originally estab-
lished and its frontiers drawn only after
every effort to grant independence to a
still-united India had failed.

Prof. Anthony Flew, Reading, En-
gland
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My conversion to reality was incre-
mental, though not all increments were
equal. Three events remain strongly in
my memory, so I will credit them with
my conversion, although they may only
be representative of many similar events.

(1) Decades ago I read in the Wash-
ington Post Weekly Edition a story writ-
ten by a woman on the editorial staff. It
described how a group of young blacks
had invaded her “fashionable George-
town home,” burgled the place, beat up
and hog-tied her husband, and gang-
raped her. She wrote of how, during the
oral-sex phase of the gang-rape, she told
her attackers her mouth was too dry to
continue. They brought her a glass of
water and “touchingly” waited for her
to drink it so she could continue. Her
view was that these were poor, oppressed
victims of white villainy, striking out in
the only way they knew how, and she
refused to cooperate in their apprehen-
sion and prosecution. Such idiocy led me
to believe there was something sick
about American liberalism.

(2) In 1993 I was living in South
Texas. I worked late one evening, and

as I was driving home in the dark a car-
load of Mexican kids forced me off the
road and attacked me with baseball bats.
They nearly killed me. Of the many cars
that drove by, one elderly couple
stopped, and with flashing lights and
honking horn, scared the Mexicans
away. The couple was, of course, white.
They were apologetic for having wisely
stayed in their car with the doors locked,
but since they probably saved my life I
felt extremely grateful to them.

The Mexican cop who arrived found
my situation humorous, and chuckled
and spoke Spanish with the emergency
medical technicians (Mexican also) who
treated me. At the hospital, X-rays
showed that, amazingly, my skull was
not fractured. I had a concussion, a lac-
erated cornea, and needed 30-odd
stitches to resecure my scalp, but I lived.

To follow up on my case I was to con-
tact “Sgt. Rodriguez.” I called a dozen
times, but he was never there and never
returned my calls. A friend from work
knew a former Texas Ranger, then a pri-
vate investigator. The PI laughed at me
for going through channels. The police
report had pretty well described the per-
petrators (thanks to the elderly couple—
I was a little foggy) and the car, includ-
ing license number. He suggested that
for $500 he could get another Mexican
gang to kill my assailants. I didn’t care
to end up in front of a Mexican jury, so I
tried to put the whole thing out of my
mind. It cost me about $1,000 in medi-
cal expenses after my insurance paid its
share.

(3) Growing up among the historical
markers in Middle Tennessee, I became
an amateur War Between the States his-
torian at the age of seven (when I bought
R. S. Henry’s Story of the Confederacy).

I have continued to collect books and
artifacts of the Confederacy ever since.
Many of my ancestors fought for the
Confederacy. While browsing the
Internet one day in the late 1990s, I
stumbled across the story of the vandal-
ization of Robert E. Lee’s portrait in
Richmond. I have read a great deal about
Lee, and was outraged. Via the Internet
I found American Renaissance, the
Council of Conservative Citizens, Na-
tionalist Times, Southern Patriot, etc.
and have not turned back.

My older brother and father are cow-
ards. They live in the hills, isolated (for
the time being) from the real world.
When I bring up, even obliquely, what
is happening to our country their ears
fold forward and they tremble in horror,
as if the FBI had bugged every space in
America and will throw people into jail
just for listening to non-PC opinions. I
am afraid most white Americans share
the mentality of my brother and father. I
am not hopeful. Perhaps ignorance is
bliss.

John Buchanan

What Pushed Me
Over the Edge

My racial consciousness had
been quietly forming for years
before I became fully aware

of the fallacy of egalitarianism and the
folly of integration. What pushed me
over the edge were the differing reac-
tions of blacks and whites to the O. J.
Simpson verdict.

Terrence Silva, Columbus, Ohio

Assumptions Put
to the Test

Like most white Americans, I was
taught to believe in assimilation.
I felt a certain sympathy for blacks

because I thought many were treated
badly. I sincerely believed integration
and civil rights would let blacks com-
pete successfully in American society,
and that the only thing holding them back
was racism.

These assumptions were put to the test
when I moved to the San Francisco Bay
area, and on three different occasions
was subject to criminal attacks or harass-
ment by blacks. Once I was almost raped
by a young black man. Another time I
got into a physical confrontation with
one. I was also held up at gun point by a
black man and his Hispanic girlfriend.

The Mexican cop who
arrived found my situa-

tion humorous, and
chuckled and spoke

Spanish with the emer-
gency medical technicians

(Mexican also).
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Later I moved from the Bay Area to a
safer part of the state, and tried to put
those incidents behind me, but I was re-
minded once again of the incompatibil-
ity of blacks and whites by two pivotal
events: the riots in Los Angeles after the
Rodney King verdict, and the O.J.
Simpson trial.

The riots in LA stunned me as I
watched a cowardly white-run govern-
ment cave in to arson, looting, and the
wanton murder of whites. It was also
instructive to see that the only people
who had the sense to defend themselves
were Koreans who—unhindered by
white guilt—armed themselves and

stood guard over their businesses. They
did not apologize for wanting to survive
nor did they scurry off like rats when the
riots were over. This is what whites have
been reduced to: A population in a con-
stant state of flight.

Even more enlightening was the O.J.
Simpson trial and its aftermath. I
watched much of the trial on television.
Mr. Simpson was obviously guilty but
he got away with it because he was black,
rich, and could afford to hire the best
lawyers who blatantly used race to de-
flect attention from the evidence. As I
watched blacks cheer the verdict, I real-
ized that these people hate us. And they
hate us because we are white. Who
planted that hatred and nourishes it even
today via the media, academia, and the
government? That would be America’s
ruling class. One can only conclude that,
white or not, America’s ruling class hates
white people nearly as much as any mi-
nority group does. Some of them may
look like us, but they are not us.

There are calls for breaking away and
forming a new country, and that may be

our last hope. Barring that, I see whites
disappearing as they interbreed, are
killed off by minorities, or are reduced
to a state of servitude by our ruling class.
Many whites are so blinded by guilt that
they can hardly wait to sign up for their
own destruction. What do I have in com-
mon with these people even if they are
white? Nothing.

Dawn H., Ventura, Calif.

‘What a Bunch of
Weirdo Nazis!’

Iam the child of two professors, who
are, like most of their profession,
dogmatically multiculturalist.  From

1993 to 2002, I was a graduate student
in comparative literature, and when I
started out, I agreed with the Marxist,
deconstructionist, multiculturalist intel-
lectual orientation of the field. Although
I soon began to be irritated by the mind-
less celebration of diversity, the lack of
intellectual rigor, and the obscurantism
of my field, it was not until much later
that I started seriously to doubt the or-
thodox view of race that is at the basis
of all contemporary work in literary stud-
ies.

Race is a major preoccupation of
today’s literary critics.  Look at any one
of the countless introductions to literary
theory, and you will find at least one
chapter devoted to work on the repre-
sentation of race in literature.  Such lit-
erary criticism, whose premises are un-
challenged within the field, is devoted
to exposing the ways in which whites
have misrepresented people of other
races in the interests of dominating them.
For literary critics, racial differences are
entirely the result of our cultural history,
and they see it as their duty to change
our culture in ways that will make these
differences disappear.

My shift away from racial orthodoxy
began when I became familiar with evo-
lutionary psychology, the field that ar-
gues that all aspects of human behavior
have an innate cause and that culture
merely influences the unfolding of our
innate nature. I began to go to confer-
ences and read Internet discussion
groups that dealt with evolutionary psy-
chology.  J. P. Rushton, Glayde Whitney,
and Charles Murray regularly posted on
Ian Pitchford’s evolutionary psychology
listserv, where other research on human
racial differences, such as that of Rich-
ard Lynn, was discussed. I read some of
the books of these thinkers. Although I

felt a bemused revulsion for them at first,
I soon came to realize how plausible they
were. I read other books about the links
between genetics and behavior, and
learned that all human personality traits
show substantial heritability; even how
we hold our hands, how often we laugh,
and the strength of our religious beliefs
appear to be heritable.

So, when you see that there is an av-
erage difference of 15 points between
the IQs of American whites and Ameri-
can blacks, and of 25 points between
American whites and African blacks, the
conclusion that at least some of this vari-
ance must be due to biology naturally
follows. The same conclusion follows
from the large and well-documented
variances between whites and blacks in
criminal behavior. I started to realize that
my culture is founded on a massive de-
nial of the truth that is sustained by what
must be the most pervasive and success-
ful propaganda campaign in history.

I began to notice confirmations of the
ideas of the “racist scientists” in the
world around me. For example, as J. P.
Rushton shows, blacks are higher in self-
esteem than whites and willing to deny
the most obvious facts about the world
in order to maintain their high opinions
of themselves. I witnessed a striking in-
stance of this trait. I taught an English
composition class, and I had many black
students. A few were decent, and a very
few even outstanding students, but most
were not. About half were abysmally dull
and unteachable, but they had no prob-
lems finding ways to blame me for their
troubles.

Slowly, I came to realize the true
meaning of black culture. Although I live
in a neighborhood of downtown Buffalo
that is still majority-white, the ghettoes
are very close, and one feels their influ-
ence everywhere. Blacks had heckled me
many times, had bullied me once, and
even mugged me once. But I had not
reflected on these experiences before I
started reading about race. I now became
fully conscious of the insecurity and dis-
gust that my neighborhood inspired in
me. Blacks were the primary reasons for
these feelings, but I found the Hispanics
and Arabs who also congregated in my
neighborhood scarcely better.

I also began to notice the genetic de-
terioration in our society. My neighbor-
hood thronged with the retarded, alco-
holics, drug addicts, and the homeless,
who were housed in downtown “group
homes.” It added to the offense that rich

He helped educate many whites.
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bureaucrats who lived in upper-class
neighborhoods would put these people
in my midst and keep them away from
their own homes. It horrified me that
these people might be reproducing. I am
amazed that people consider eugenic
sterilization inhumane, but don’t con-
sider it inhumane to subject residents of
downtown neighborhoods to a parade of
freaks.

Were these people—the blacks, Ar-
abs, Hispanics, the handicapped, and the
homeless—making my life richer and
more vibrant, as liberal propaganda
claimed they were? I had been inclined
to think so before. I had thought it rather
romantic to live in such a cosmopolitan
environment, and I had even taken a sort
of pleasure in the presence of freaks. But

I came to realize that I had never genu-
inely enjoyed the daily sight of these
people; they were offensive, discourag-
ing, and alienating. The vibrancy and
richness that remained came from the
white people who were still clinging to
their downtown neighborhoods.

The consequence of the American
racial problem that was most personally
relevant to me was its utter desolation
of the humanities.  When I started gradu-
ate school, I thought multiculturalist ac-
tivism in literary studies was a periph-
eral phenomenon. Surely, underneath it
all, I thought, remained some of the great
intelligence that one sees in the classic
works of literary scholarship written
before the 1970s.

For nine long years, I persisted in the
belief that there was something at the
core of my field that was worthwhile.
But when I finally finished my Ph.D.,
after having written a 350-page disser-
tation on Scott and Byron, published
three research papers in scholarly jour-
nals, and gained the respect and friend-
ship of the most intelligent people in the
field, I realized I had been wrong. In fact,
it was the intelligent people who were at
the periphery of the field; the core was
rotten.

People in my field have, by and large,
ceased to be interested in producing in-

teresting and challenging readings of
texts. Rather, literary studies boils down
to a competition among whites in which
each tries to prove that he loves blacks
more than his colleagues do. After read-
ing hundreds of vapid books and articles
in academic journals, I concluded that
the only way to get ahead in today’s
academy was to argue that some classic
literary text was even more racist than
previous critics had believed.  I had no
interest in spending any more time in
such an abominably trivial community.

Like a few other people in literary
studies, I had tried to integrate the inter-
pretation of literature with evolutionary
psychology.  I found that evolutionary
psychology had the potential to bring
about a sea-change in the interpretation
of literature because it offers theories of
sexual behavior, social relations, percep-
tion, and language that are vastly more
interesting and well-grounded than the
established ones. As an example, I wrote
an article that examined the way in which
innate aggressive impulses were recon-
ciled with modern norms forbidding vio-
lence in the historical novels of Scott.
The evolutionary psychologists that I
talked to took such interpretations to be
obviously plausible, but I could never
get most of my colleagues to grant my
premise that a biological human nature
existed, no matter how much hard evi-
dence I gave them.

There are many reasons why people
reject evolutionary psychology, but
surely the primary reason is that multi-
culturalists believe that once people start
thinking seriously about the biology of
human behavior, they will start to have
subversive ideas about the causes of ra-
cial differences. They are right about
this; that had, in fact, been my own ex-
perience. I came to realize that I was in
a field that had effectively barred the way
against any progress in the understand-
ing of its subject matter, because of its
practitioners’ need to uphold the dogma
of racial equality.

I found that, in order to be accepted
in literary studies today, one must not
only tolerate the fallacious view of race
that inspires so much of the work in the
field, but one must actively affirm it.  The
academy is pervaded by a nasty, polic-
ing atmosphere. My colleagues were al-
ways prying to make sure that I held the
correct view of race. A conversational
gambit they frequently use is asking
someone how his ideas relate to racial
issues. A propos of nothing, literary crit-

ics say things like, “Well, I think we
should bring race into this discussion”
or “We should look at that argument
from a post-colonial perspective.”

I became aware of AR’s website in
2001, late in my graduate career. I
learned of it through one of my evolu-
tionary psychology listservs. At that
time, even though I had come to accept
the reality of racial differences in behav-
ior, I had not yet accepted the idea of a
political project based on these ideas.
My initial reaction to AR was therefore
the same as my initial reaction to so-
called “racist science”—bemused revul-
sion.

The first thing I remember reading on
the website was an article called “Rear-
ing Honorable White Children” [Oct.
2001]. It was about families that had en-
tirely seceded from American culture be-
cause they could no longer recognize it
as having anything to do with them-
selves. They discouraged their children
from watching television and blocked
out most of the programming that came
in through it because they didn’t want
their children to be exposed to our
culture’s massively distorted values. In-
stead, during the evening they played
chess, watched classic films, and read
and listened to classic Western literature
and music. They home-schooled their
children because they hated the anti-
white atmosphere of our schools, and did
not want their children to consort with
the children of criminals.

My initial reaction, which had been
programmed into me by years of muti-
culturalist propaganda, was, “What a
bunch of weirdo Nazis!” But my impulse
as an intellectual, an impulse that is so
rarely in evidence in the academy today,
is to get past the obvious and ready-made
reaction, and to consider problems with
some objectivity, to try to see things from

Beethoven: Even the lefties have
cultural loyalties.

I came to realize that I
was in a field that had
effectively barred the

way against any progress
in the understanding of

its subject matter.
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a different perspective. And I realized
that I couldn’t stand most of what was
on TV either, that I disliked the version
of history taught at American schools,
and that what these parents enjoyed—
playing chess, reading 19th century lit-
erature, listening to Beethoven—was
exactly what I enjoyed doing myself.
These people were, in fact, very much
like me.

Not only that, they were like many of
the white intellectuals I knew who had
never doubted the orthodox view of race.
My father, for example, is a professor
of religious studies who is always going
off to Africa or the Caribbean to teach
blacks “liberation theology,” a sort of
commingling of Marxism and Christian-
ity. But what does he do in the evening?
Listen to rap music? Watch Martin
Lawrence movies? No, he reads Dick-
ens, plays chess, and listens to the great
19th century German composers. With-
out knowing it, he too acts according to
a spirit of racial loyalty, and while the
expressed purpose of his life is to liber-
ate blacks, he has no real sympathy with
their lives and culture.

After I finished my Ph.D. last sum-
mer, I took a job doing low-level office
work. I don’t like the pay, and I don’t
like the tedium, but I do like the ano-
nymity. No one cares what I think, so no
one pressures me to engage in ritualistic
affirmations of multicultural dogma, as
I was forced to do in the academy. So I
bide my time, wondering whether I am
just a disappointed and bewildered crank
approaching middle age or the harbin-
ger of a coming Renaissance.

Ian Jobling, Buffalo, New York

Yggdrasil Caught My
Attention

Iam from a small town in the Pacific
Northwest and had almost no con-
tact with people of other races until

after age 21. I am in my forties now. I
was completely “liberal” about race un-
til my early thirties. I was aware since
my teens that the average IQ score of
blacks is 15 points lower than that of
whites, but I thought the cause was cul-
tural factors. I remember thinking that
there are different subspecies (races) of
birds, but they all fly well even if they
have distinctive colors, and that it was
therefore unlikely that different races of
people would have a significant differ-
ence in the most essential characteristic
of humans: intelligence. In my upbring-

ing race was never mentioned at all. My
family hardly ever spoke about politics,
either, but I am sure they were Demo-
crats.

When I was a child I remember see-
ing television footage of black protest-
ers being pushed back with fire hoses,
and hearing that they were excluded
from Southern “whites-only” restau-
rants. I remember thinking that we Yan-
kees were morally superior, since it was
obvious that all you had to do to get
along with black people was treat them
courteously and fairly.

I learned Spanish and went to live in
Mexico for a year after dropping out of
college. I was amazed at the corruption.
I had to pay many bribes to police de-
spite having done nothing wrong. Ordi-
nary people were very dishonest, too. I
don’t remember thinking about immigra-
tion at all. This was the early 1980s,
before immigration became really mas-
sive. I was still “liberal” on race but I
wasn’t afraid to recognize negative cul-
tural differences between us and Mexi-
cans. When I returned to the US I found
people were uncomfortable if I told them
about my experiences with corruption,

even though I refrained from making any
racial or cultural generalizations.

I moved to the Southwest and at-
tended a trade school that was about 40
percent black. That was the first time I
had been around large numbers of black
people. I dated black women and even
wound up living with one for three years.
Race was not a factor in our eventual
break up and (thank goodness!) we had
no children. At that time I worked in a
company where 50 percent of the work-
ers were black. My opinion of black
people was starting to erode but I still
clung to the idea that blacks are cultur-
ally deprived. Ebonics and cursing
grated on me, but I attributed all “dif-
ferences” to social class and deprivation.

I can remember a few incidents that
roused the first traces of race-conscious-
ness. I remember telling a dirty joke to
one of my black co-workers, which in-
cluded the word “prostitute,” and it
dawned on me that he didn’t know the
meaning of the word! I know he under-
stood the concept because he once in-

vited me to go look for “hos” after work,
which I found repugnant.

I once told another black co-worker I
had lived in Mexico and spoke Spanish,
and it became clear he didn’t know
where Mexico was, and didn’t know that
Mexican-Americans speak Spanish
rather than “Mexican.” He also didn’t
know the locations of any of the states
in the Pacific Northwest. The change in

my thinking was taking place on a more
or less unconscious level.

I was still living with my black girl-
friend. She had an IQ of 105 and spoke
Standard English, so gave me no reasons
to re-examine my thinking, but I do re-
member something that made me won-
der whether our relationship was a good
idea. I was watching a television talk
show about racially-mixed people, and
a woman in the audience said she was
mixed because some slave master raped
one of his female slaves. It occurred to
me that she probably knew nothing about
her ancestors, and that it was just as
likely she had an ancestor who was a
prostitute impregnated by a white cus-
tomer. It was striking to me that even
mixed-race people demonize whites. I
could imagine my great-great-grandchil-
dren with this black woman being just
as anti-white, and saying they were
mixed because I had raped her.

Some time after I broke up with her I
got a new job in a place with full-blown
affirmative action. The workforce was
80 percent black, in an area that was
about 20 percent black. Management
was 80 percent black, too, and blacks
seemed to feel freer to be themselves in
such an environment. Every day I would
hear the word “mother-f*r” shouted out
within 30 seconds of coming to work. I
once saw a middle-aged black man pan-
tomime anal rape, saying “Ah’m gonna
be oooon yo’ ass, m*f*r, Ah’m gonna
be f*ing on yo’ mother-f*ing ass!!” I had
been making allowances for blacks but
now I began to see an unmistakable, dra-

My first full-blown he-
retical thought was:

“They really are as stupid
as they sound!!”

Direct contact is always edifying.
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matic difference between blacks and
whites of the same socioeconomic class.

Affirmative action completed my
mental transformation. I had uncritically
accepted the media view that it was an
extra effort to search for qualified mi-
norities, but at this new job it was obvi-
ously about lowering standards. I saw a
white man with a BA passed over for a
promotion that went to a black nincom-
poop who must have had an IQ of 75. I
was enraged at how the mass media in-
sist whites are not hurt by affirmative
action. My first full-blown heretical
thought was: “They really are as stupid
as they sound!!”

I started looking for information—on
the Internet because I didn’t want to have
to explain ordering a “racist” book in a
bookstore. I started lurking in the Usenet
group alt.politics.nationalism.white. The
posts of someone calling himself Ygg-
drasil caught my attention and I started
collecting them. I had been thinking of
getting some of the books he mentioned,
and by chance I came across a couple of
them in a used book store. The first ra-
cialist book I read was Jared Taylor’s
Paved with Good Intentions and the next
was America Balkanized by Brent
Nelson. Since that time, almost ten years
ago, my interest in ethnic conflict has
prompted me to read about 200 books,
though many of them are on broader
subjects, like general political science.

I haven’t had much success in chang-
ing anybody’s mind. I’ve tried talking
with relatives about immigration but it
just makes them uncomfortable. Most
people are committed to conformity. I
did get one person to read about a dozen
carefully selected books, but his reac-
tion was very odd. He started babbling
about how at one time the Irish weren’t
even considered white, which was hilari-
ous because none of the books said any-
thing about the Irish. It was like trying
to deprogram a cult member.

I have moved back to the Pacific
Northwest.

Anonymous

I Was a Red-Diaper-Baby

If the definition of a liberal is some
one who has never been mugged,
then to know my history is to under-

stand my political journey.
I was a red-diaper-baby. That is, my

father was a card-carrying member of the
Communist Party USA. Years later, he
came partly to his senses, but remained

a liberal on all issues, including race.
Predictably, my parents encouraged their
children to go forth and enjoy the multi-
racial joys of  New York City. I even
marched with Martin Luther King when
he made his famous speech, but his
dream became our nightmare. Multi-ra-
cialism resulted in a private, and on some
level deserved, holocaust for my family
and me.

I am the eldest of five. One of my sis-
ters, who was 13 at the time, was raped
when she attended a party on our block.
One of the blacks repeatedly asked her
to go upstairs to see his apartment. Af-
ter several rejections, he accused my sis-
ter of racism. As a well-indoctrinated,
guilt-ridden liberal, she had no choice
but to go with him. Out of fear and
shame, my sister did not share her story
with us until she landed in a mental ward
a couple of years later.

Another sister was raped by a black
open-enrollment “student” at City Col-
lege in a locker room after she attended
a co-ed swim class. The prosecuting at-
torney told my sister it was an open-and-
shut case because she did everything she
was supposed to do: She reported the
event immediately, gave a detailed de-
scription of the accused (including a bi-
zarrely shaped goatee), and then went
directly to the hospital. However, after
all the evidence was given, when the jury
was polled, the whites voted to convict,
but the tribe hung together and hung the
jury.

Ironically, before her trial even began,
another black tried to rape her in the el-
evator of her own building. He entered
the elevator after her, and sent it down
to the basement. There he cut her neck
and was about to have his way with her,
when someone luckily brought the el-
evator back up.

The following term, when my sister
attended her first political science class,

she found that the black who had raped
her after the swim class was to be her
classmate. She marched off to the ad-
ministration office in a fury, where she
loudly threatened to sue the school for
its lack of security. They settled then and
there by agreeing to pay for her to com-
plete her education in Israel.

My mother’s wrist was broken when
an African American relieved her of her
pocketbook. I, myself, had a gun at my
head twice on the streets of New York
when blacks mugged me.

During the period of my family’s ho-
locaust in the late ’60s and early ’70s, I
was starting my career as a teacher at
George W. Wingate High School in
Brooklyn. It had recently opened as the
city’s first deliberately-integrated high
school. At first, it offered a good educa-
tion, but I was struck by the differences
in the abilities, work ethic, and behav-
ior of the races. I also noticed that the
students segregated themselves in the
cafeteria.

Integration can be defined as the pe-
riod from when the first black moves in
until the last white moves out. As the
school began to tip in the expected di-
rection, there was racial violence and
several race riots. This festering condi-
tion culminated in the infamous Day of
Knives. On the last day of the school
year, as the students were going home,
many blacks menaced their white class-
mates with knives, and warned them not
to come back. The whites got the mes-
sage and stayed away.

I served as dean of boys during the
last of my eight years at that school. We
averaged five arrests a day out of a stu-
dent body of about 3,000. One of my
duties was to convince fearful parents
of victims to press charges. Every day a
paddy wagon came from the local pre-
cinct to process the day’s catch. Some-
times we ran out of handcuffs.

There were junkies nodding out in the
cafeteria, and the aroma of pot was ev-
erywhere. It seemed as if more students
roamed the halls than attended class.
Every six weeks or so, a teacher could
be expected to be sent to the hospital. I
remember one young handicapped
woman who walked with a cane. Some-
one pushed her down the stairs, and she
did not come back until the following
year. After only a few days someone
pushed her down the stairs again. She
never came back.

I also recall the day a substitute cop
was assigned to my office. At first, he

SWAT team arrives at Martin Luther
King High School in Manhattan.
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put his feet up on the desk and expressed
pleasure with such an easy assignment.
By the end of the day he was complain-
ing he was working harder than a desk
sergeant.

One Senior Day started with water
pistol battles, graduated to entire waste
baskets full of water, and then fire ex-
tinguishers. The school had to be evacu-
ated because the water was ankle deep.
In one five month period, five of our stu-
dents had either committed murder or
had been murdered. One teacher who
was assigned to the school left for lunch
on his first day and never came back.

By the 1980s I had developed an in-
terest in the race question. My family
and former friends would call it an ob-
session. They typically dealt with The

Problem by running away from it. To me,
how liberal a person is on the topic is
usually a function of his geographic dis-
tance from it.

I have always been interested in sta-
tistics, and my first exposure to racial
stats came when I was watching a tele-
vision program about the Bernie Goetz
case. [Mr. Goetz was a white New
Yorker who shot several young blacks
who were trying to mug him.] I was
stunned when the announcer said blacks
were ten times more likely to commit a
violent crime than whites—stunned not
by the number, but to learn that this in-
formation was available and being dis-
cussed. I sent for the transcript, and
found myself compiling a collection of
articles on crime. My next great discov-

ery was Charles Murray’s Losing
Ground.  In 1992, I learned about Jared
Taylor’s Paved With Good Intentions
from the Bob Grant radio program. The
rest, as they say, is history.

It has not been easy for me as a New
York Jew, embracing the views that I do.
I am regarded as a pariah when I express
myself. Mostly by choice, I am estranged
from my family. My comrades are my
gentile wife and retired former col-
leagues who have shared my profes-
sional experiences and who have drawn
similar conclusions from their observa-
tions.

Mike Berman, New York, NY

More accounts by readers will appear
in a forthcoming issue.

Heart of Darkness
Heike Behrend, Alice Lakwena & the Holy Spirits, Translated by Mitch Cohen, Ohio University Press

1999, 210 pp. $19.95, (softcover)

A portrait of the African
mind.

reviewed by Thomas Jackson

Africa is a great repository of what
could be called archeology of the
human mind. Beliefs and super-

stitions that have largely disappeared
elsewhere are still common, and occa-
sionally make their way into brief news-
paper accounts of witches being burned
in South Africa, “penis snatchers” in Ni-
geria, and magical cures for AIDS in
Ivory Coast. Only rarely does this sort
of thing get serious book-length treat-
ment, which makes Heike Behrend’s
account of the Holy Spirit movement in
Uganda so welcome. Prof. Behrend, who
teaches anthropology at the University
of Cologne in Germany, writes in a dis-
jointed, jargon-bound way, but she has
given us as full a picture as we are likely
to get of a fascinating contemporary ex-
ample of mass delusion.

In brief, this is the story of Alice
Auma, a perfectly ordinary Ugandan
peasant woman, who became possessed
by spirits, raised a rebel army of some
10,000 soldiers, and came close to over-
throwing the government of Yowri
Museveni. Miss Auma’s story moves
from one fantastic episode to another,
like an opera plot, but as Prof. Behrend
makes clear, Miss Auma is just one es-
pecially piquant character in Africa’s

continuing saga of the weird and out-
landish.

Civil Wars

Miss Auma was at the height of her
powers from 1987 to 1988, at a time
when northern Uganda was rife with war
and banditry. Prof. Behrend explains that
tribal warfare had been endemic in this
part of Africa until the British estab-
lished order. After independence, tribal
warfare resumed under a different guise,
with whichever tribe holding govern-

ment power using it to enrich itself and
persecute enemy tribes. The Acholi
people of northern Uganda, of whom
Miss Auma was one, were constant tar-
gets of persecution under Idi Amin,
Milton Obote, and most recently Yowri
Museveni. In 1985, one of their own,
Tito Okello, took over in a coup, and
the Acholi had a six-month go at doing
the persecuting before Mr. Museveni
drove out Mr. Okello. The 1980s were a
thoroughly awful time for northern
Uganda, with war, rebellion, banditry,
and routine mass killings.

Miss Auma’s story begins with that
of her father, Severino Lukoya, a color-

ful figure in his own right. In 1958, ac-
cording to one version of the story, Mr.
Lukoya fell from his roof and blacked
out. According to another, his wife beat
him into a stupor. In any case, his soul
thereupon went to heaven, where it met
Moses and Abraham, had various adven-
tures, and learned that one of Mr.
Lukoya’s several children had been cho-
sen to receive messages from spirits.
When he came to, Mr. Lukoya looked
his children over but could not tell which
was the chosen one. Alice Auma was
then two years old. Mr. Lukoya’s curi-
osity remained unsatisfied until Jan. 2,
1985, when Alice, now almost 30, be-
gan to preach the word of God. In April,
Mr. Lukoya invited all the people in the
village to witness this revelation of the
chosen child, but they laughed at him.

On May 27, 1985, Miss Auma was
possessed by a spirit called Lakwena
(meaning “messenger” in the Acholi lan-
guage), which spoke through her.
Lakwena claimed to be the soul of a
Christian Italian who had died near
Murchison Falls about the time of the
Second World War, and spoke 74 lan-
guages “including Latin.” He ordered
Miss Auma to take up healing , to which
he gave the name Holy Spirit. Although
she managed a few cures, she was not a
great success. About a year later,
Lakwena changed his mind and told her
to go to war, explaining that it did no
good to heal people if government sol-
diers were just going to shoot them up

As full a picture as we are
likely to get of a fascinat-

ing contemporary ex-
ample of mass delusion.
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